Meeting Report - April 12, 2017
Minutes of the BBMFC April 12, 2017 Meeting
Item
Discussion
Action
Meeting called to
order
Attendance
Minutes



by President Chris Brownhill at 7:25 pm




Financial report



15 members and guests were present
Acceptance of the minutes of the March 2017
meeting as published on the BBMFC web-site
was moved by Naomi Macklem and seconded by
John McFayden – carried.
Treasurer Naomi Macklem reported that the
Club’s account stands at $2,568.01.

Club Business
Transport Canada
interim order
respecting the use of
model aircraft
March 13, 2017










Anti-bullying and
discrimination policy





Chris Brownhill advised Club members that
Transport Canada has issued an order outlining
restrictions on the use of model aircraft which
can be seen at:
https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/mediaroom/interimorder-respecting-use-model-aircraft.html
The order places a number of restrictions on
the use of model aircraft.
However, Chris pointed out that the
restrictions do not apply to model aircraft
operated at events sanctioned by MAAC or at a
field registered to a Club chartered by MAAC.
Apparently, the exemption of the previous
point is contingent upon:
o each model aircraft being identified with
the name address, telephone number, and
MAAC number of the owner; and,
o the Club member operating the aircraft
having a paid-up MAAC membership and a
signed membership card.
Chris pointed out that the exemptions noted
above were achieved through the efforts of
MAAC President, Rodger Williams.
In accordance with a requirement of the City
of Toronto, the Club must approve and adopt
such a policy if the Club is to continue to enjoy
the use of the Centennial Park flying field.
John McFayden presented a policy that he had
drafted to meet the requirement. Naomi
Macklem moved that this policy be included as
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Club members to
familiarize
themselves with
this Interim
Order and abide
by its
requirements as it
affects their
flying activities.

All Club members
are required to
act in accordance
with this policy.


T&D Contest



Sport Race update





MAAC endurance
event






Club 60th Anniversary





a by-law attached to the Club’s constitution.
Len Bourel seconded this motion and it was
carried by a vote of 14-0.
The policy will be included on the Club’s
website.
Chris Brownhill reported that the T&D contest
has now been officially sanctioned by MAAC
Doug Blackmore advised that the LA .15
engines of the “pool” for this event were now
fully-equipped and had been tested. His opinion
was that they were all relatively easy to start.
Doug had fabricated wooden test stands for
bench-running LA .15 engines and offered
these free of charge to anyone interested in
having one.
Chris Brownhill reported that the modifications
to the rules for the endurance event, as
suggested by Doug Blackmore, had been
approved by the MAAC Committee
The final step in the approval process is the
approval by MAAC of Chris Brownhill’s report
as Chairman of the Control-line Committee
The rule modifications are posted on the MAAC
website.
Len Bourel requested that “old” models,
especially those that had not been flown for
some time, be brought to the Sunday “fun-fly”
portion of the 60th Anniversary event in
September – either to fly or to show.
Chris Brownhill suggested that Club members
get together for a dinner to celebrate the
Clubs 60th Anniversary.

Adjournment
Adjournment of the meeting was moved by
John McFayden and seconded by Len Bourel carried
Special feature – Show’n’Tell
 Club members who had brought models to enter in the Building/Beauty contest presented
their models along with other members who had brought models which were not entered in
the contest.
 Ted Smietana presented a Baby Ringmaster built by Veronica Styczen
 Greg Midura presented a control-line trainer built from a Polish design. This model featured
a removable wing and was powered by an OS LA .15.
 Tim Midura presented a hand-launched glider
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Chris Brownhill presented several models:
o a post-war “bubbletop” version of the venerable Walker Fireball, the first
commercially-produced kit for control-line flying. This model featured a hollowed
balsa–shell fuselage and is powered by an OS LA .15. Chris noted that Walker held a
patent on the bellcrank control system which could not be shown on plans until the
patent expired. Instead, control-line model designers would show other control
systems, including a pair of curved tubes that turned the leadouts 90o from the lines
to connect to a control horn for pull-pull actuation.
o an old reverse-stagger bipe designed by Hal deBolt which Herb Ellis had built in 1948.
The model was complete and powered by a Hurricane .24 but the covering showed its
age. This model was set up to be flown clockwise around the flyer, using engine
torque to roll the plane to the outside of the circle and this raised an interesting
question (unanswered, at least by those in attendance) concerning why we fly counterclockwise today and when we started doing so.
o a 1952 full-fuselage design named the Spooky, powered by an OK Cub .09.
o a profile Curtis Goshawk built from an old kit and powered by an OS .25 FP. This
aircraft is resplendent in the colourful US Navy colour scheme of the era and
features full struts and a 3-D ring-type cowl.
Naomi Macklem presented two models:
o Her “Purple People Eater”, a Sig Twister with transparent purple covering that Naomi
has resurrected following a nose-dive into the tarmac last summer. John McFayden
had donated a new engine to replace the one damaged in the crash. This model is one
of a pair of twins now known as the “Twisted Sisters” – long may they rock’n’roll !!
o a Sig Buster built for the new LA .15 Sport Race event – naturally it has an OS LA .15
installed along with a very compact and stiff dural landing gear to minimize bounce on
landing.
Jack Nagao presented two models:
o His “Balsa Beaver”, a sorta-Super Ringmaster (although the wing proportions were
good-naturedly questioned) featuring a hollow-block fuselage embossed with its name.
This model also features fancy 60th Anniversary markings including transparent wing
numerals behind which are flashing coloured lights. A 3-D beaver adorns each side of
the fin and another beaver pilots the aircraft although Jack pointed out that he is
perennially irritated by some balsa chips that he inadvertently carried with him when
he entered the cockpit.
o A Hughes H1 racing aircraft, the first aircraft produced by Howard Hughes company
an an aircraft that was embrassingly faster than any US front-line military aircraft.
This model is powered by an OS/Graupner Wankel .30 rotary engine and features
radio-controlled and servo-operated throttle, flaps, and ailerons (to accomplish some
“wing waggling”). In attempting to reproduce the partially chrome finish, Jack found
that his first try, with Lustrekote over Duplicolour paints, turned gray. He
proceeded to strip the finish to the primer and used Rustoleum chrome paint instead
– this time it turned out very well.
John McFayden presented his new Shark stunter, to be powered by a Stalker .76 engine.
This is a large model constructed to a high standard and with perfectly aligned components
thanks to Len Bourel’s building board/jig system. John reported that this model weighs a
mere 37 oz in its unpainted polyspan-covered state and is to receive a dope finish.
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Doug Blackmore presented his unfinished Sig Buster for the LA .15 Sport Event, complete
with engine shut-off and detailed tank plumbing. This model sparked some discussion and
advice on the best location for the centre-of-gravity (nose heavy is better than tail heavy lol)
and on his fairly long music wire landing gear. Some members thought the model would tend
to bounce due to the long landing gear and suggested shortening it but others felt the fact it
was fabricated from 1/8” music wire should reduce its flexibility and tendency to cause
bouncing.

Special feature – Annual Building/Beauty Contest
Most of the models presented during the Show’n’tell session were entered in this contest in one
of several categories and, as usual, the winners were selected on points cast by secret ballot.
The winners, who received the customary certificates produced by Chris Brownhill, were as
follows:
Junior Control-line/RC
1. Greg Midura – Polish-design control-line trainer

Junior Free-flight
1. Tim Midura – Hand-launched glider

Open Control-line/RC
1. Jack Nagao – Hughes H-1

Tim Midura

Greg Midura

2. Naomi Macklem – Purple People Eater (Twister)
3. Chris Brownhill – Curtis Goshawk

Open Free-flight
No entries
At least an Honourable Mention should go to
John McFayden’s meticulously-constructed
Shark although it did not attract many votes,
possibly due to its unfinished state.
Special Feature – Vintage Scale Plans

Naomi Macklem
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Jack Nagao (R)
Chris Brownhill (L)

Well, this is the last set of minutes before the 60th Anniversary Old Time Scale event in
September so hopefully the last set of plans I am presenting below will act as a catalyst and
persuade you to put that leftover balsa you have lying around together with that old engine that
you have been itching to use and………..
I was hoping to have enough of my Skyraider together to bring it to the meeting but fate
intervened (aka the “Hangar Rash God”). I was sitting at my desk minding my own business when a
plastic box full of propellers mysteriously slipped of a shelf inches shy of the ceiling and
plummeted onto my workbench where, as luck would have it, lay my completed wing assembly. Of
course this dastardly box landed on the wing assembly which was not lying flat since it is
dihedralled and, to make things worse, was partially lying on a roll of tape. Crunch! Well the
design of this kit has some extensions of a fuselage former as the only thing connecting the wing
halves and, through the root ribs, there is only 3/8” x 1/8” plywood connecting things together. I
had put another 1/16” ply doubler on the other side of the former but after the fall, the dihedral
was a bit “variable” and there were a number of splits and dings in the wing sheeting. I could not
see the damage as it was hidden by the root ribs and landing gear plates so I flooded some CA
and later epoxy where I thought it was and fashioned some 1/8” aluminium wing joiners which I
epoxied through the root ribs and screwed through the wing spars and doublers. No more
variable dihedral. Of course to do the above, I had to remove bits and pieces of sheeting to get
access to drill and screw so now I had a bit of a patching job to do on the wing sheeting. Anyway,
the wings are back approximately where they were before, the box of propellers has been
admonished and glued to the shelf, and I am now jigging up the wings, motor/tank/bellcrank
assembly and fuselage keels and formers. Hopefully by September…..
Enough of “Tales from the Crying Chair” (For those who don’t know, a crying chair is where a
boatbuilder laments the fact that he measured once, said “To hell with it” and cut instead of
measuring twice and cutting once.) and on to the plans.
All or most of these were downloaded from one of the following three sites – AeroFred,
HipPocketAeronautics, or Outerzone and many plans are available as full-size pdf files. If you
are interested in the “pre 70’s” design bonus, check to make sure these plans are dated
accordingly. Following Chris’ expose on Jim Walker and the bellcrank patent, I belatedly noticed
that on the Culver Cadet plans in the January minutes, the bellcrank is AWOL but the leadout
guide and elevator control horn are present and accounted for.
(Plans on next page – something for everyone)
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Bleriot (Musciano - .14-.23 engine)

Spad XIII (Musciano - .14-.23 engine)

P-51 Mustang (Musciano - .29-.45 engine)

Northrop Delta (Musciano - .19 engine)

Minnow (Berkely - .19-.29 engine)

Globe Swift (Buxton - .29 engine)

Cessna 195 (Berkely - .19-.29 engine)

Hurricane (Mansfield - .29 engine)
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